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CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND
I.1 Programming Heterogeneous Architectures
Every desktop computer, laptop, workstation, or smartphone today has a Graphics
Processing Unit (GPU). The GPU could be a low-performance, low-power unit integrated
into a Central Processing Unit (CPU), as in an entry-level netbook; it could also be a
high-performance, multi-chip standalone graphics system in a gaming desktop computer,
capable of rendering the latest in cutting-edge graphics. GPUs are even found in hand-
held units like smartphones. Driven by the gaming industry’s demand for photorealistic
graphics with high frame-rates, GPU manufacturers like Nvidia, AMD, and Intel have had
major incentive to develop hardware that is both high-performance and inexpensive.
With demands for high-performance computing higher than ever, especially in the sci-
entific/numerical analysis domain, it is natural to look to GPUs for computing capabilities
beyond graphics, especially since GPUs are mostly idle when not running games. Thank-
fully, tools offering such flexibility exist, but this hasn’t always been the case. GPUs are
traditionally “fixed-function processor[s], built around the graphics pipeline, that excel at
three-dimensional (3-D) graphics but little else” [22]. It has only been in the past 6 years
or so [22] that GPUs and their programming tools have evolved enough to make the use
of GPUs as general-purpose processors feasible.
I.1.1 Coprocessing
Using a CPU and GPU together to speed up applications is a very logical approach.
“Many applications consist of a mixture of fundamentally serial control logic and inherently
parallel computations” [22]. So, while an application might have parts that would work well
on the parallel, data-centric GPU, it is likely that the application also has parts better suited
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for the serial nature of a CPU. In general, a computer architecture consisting of varied
types of processors is called a heterogeneous system, and running a single program on
a heterogeneous system is called coprocessing. Modifying a program such that portions
of it can run in parallel is called parallelizing the program, and has inherent difficulties.
Unfortunately, it is “often difficult to isolate parallel sections or subroutines to port to
the GPU, especially if the code has been written in a very object oriented manner” [6].
Even if parallel sections are obviously separable, a programmer must be very aware of
bottlenecks between CPU and GPU memory. If the application is set up so that the ma-
jority of computation occurs in one block on the GPU, bottlenecks aren’t an issue. If the
application requires constant memory transfer back and forth between the CPU and GPU,
however, the performance hit could be large. Figure I.1 shows a system with a multicore
CPU and GPU connected by a PCI Express (PCIe) bus. The memory transfer between
GPU memory and the CPU cache on the PCIe bus is nearly 12 times as slow as transfers
between the CPU and host cache and 25 times as slow as transfers between the GPU
and GPU RAM. Because of this, any program running across a CPU and GPU should
be optimized for the architecture on which it is running by minimizing CPU-GPU memory
transfers as much as possible.
Even if memory transfer rates were not an issue, there is still a theoretical limit on how
much a sequential program can be sped up by running some parts sequentially and some
in parallel. This limit is governed by Amdahl’s law,
S=
1
(1− p)+ pN
where S is the measured speedup, p is the fraction of code made parallel, and N is the
number of processors used [6]. Colin de Verdière suggests that Amdahl’s law is “too often
forgotten (on purpose?) by [GPU] vendors to promote their newest piece of hardware.”
However, the theoretical speedup limit imposed by Amdahl’s laws does not change the
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Figure I.1: CPU+GPU Coprocessing PCI-Express Bottleneck [6]
fact that “even on mostly sequential codes, it’s more efficient to run the code’s parallel
portion on a throughput-optimized architecture” [22]. As evidence of this, see Figure I.2,
which shows the speedup potential of both parallelizing code and porting code to a CPU
+ GPU hybrid architecture. Based on this table, it would seem Amdahl’s law suggests
Figure I.2: CPU+GPU coprocessing execution time based on Amdahl’s law [22]
that the effort to parallelize a program must be weighed against the obtainable speedup;
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deployment to a hybrid architecture will still provide performances increases for mostly-
serial programs. After all, “serial performance is important even for mostly parallel codes.”
[22].
With the recent deviation from Moore’s law and the apparent limits of traditional hard-
ware manufacturing being reached, manufacturers have started to see the potential for
coprocessing. As such, there has been a recent surge in heterogeneous architecture
development. IBM’s Cell Broadband Engine is a single processor released in 2005 that
puts one traditional serial processor on the same chip as 8 parallel processors [5]. AMD’s
Fusion architecture takes the same approach by placing a traditional x86 CPU on the
same chip as a group of parallel processors [2]. This same-die approach allows for much
faster memory transfer between processors by removing the PCIe bus altogether (see
Figure I.1) and giving the parallel processors access to main memory in the same way
as the CPU, effectively alleviating a major performance bottleneck [3]. To understand the
fundamentals behind computing on these heterogeneous architectures, let’s take a step
back and look at computing on the GPU.
The math required to render complex computer graphics can be done in parallel. Ren-
dering a graphics scene is essentially calculating a window into a virtual 3D environment
made up of hundreds of thousands of points connected together to form surfaces. The re-
sulting image on the computer screen (a frame) is a result of the location and orientation of
the “window”, the surfaces’ colors and textures, the light sources in the environment, and
other information. This is the intuition behind the traditional graphics pipeline, as shown
in Figure I.3. (Refer to [25] for a more detailed explanation.) One benefit of this approach
is that the color of each pixel in a frame can be calculated independently. So, instead of
calculating each pixel one after the other, all pixels can be calculated essentially at once in
one massive parallel operation. To perform these parallel operations, modern GPUs have
“hundreds of parallel processor cores executing tens of thousands of parallel threads” [22]
to facilitate fast graphics processing.
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I.1.2 GPU Architecture
Figure I.3: Traditional Graphics Pipeline [28]
The other benefit to the traditional graphics pipeline approach is the actual pipelined
nature of the computations. Pipelining is a simple but powerful computing concept in
which a long, complex operation to be divided into stages, effectively increasing the rate
at which the operation outputs data. The traditional graphics pipeline works in this way by
dividing the job of rendering graphics into stages, each with its own hardware designed
for a specific purpose. For example, as soon as one set of points are connected together
to form surfaces, those surfaces can be sent off to have lighting sources applied while
new points come in to be formed into sources. This might make the overall computation
of a single frame take longer (its latency ), but the time between frame computations is ex-
tremely fast (its throughput). However, a major drawback to this strict pipelining approach
is that it requires operations to be feed-forward, resulting in a rigid chain of operations that
is a big obstacle for general-purpose computing.
As a result, GPUs are ideal for applications requiring large computational abilities, sub-
stantial parallelism, and high throughput relative to latency [25]. There are many scientific
applications that fit the bill perfectly. The difficulty, however, is programming GPUs to run
these custom applications.
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I.1.3 Evolution of GPU Computing
As stated earlier, GPUs were originally highly-specialized hardware designed solely
for computer graphics. As the demand for higher-quality graphics increased, however, the
hard-coded nature of the traditional graphics pipeline proved limiting. So, GPU designers
began replacing the fixed-function hardware in certain stages of the pipeline with proces-
sors capable of running programs called shaders. The introduction of these shaders was
a key step in the evolution of the GPU computing. Suddenly, many stages in the pipeline
could be programmed rather than merely configured. For example, without shaders a
programmer could control the position and color of lights and surfaces in a virtual 3D envi-
ronment, but not how the light actually interacted with the surfaces [25]. Eventually, GPUs
began adopting the Unified Shader Model, where the same programmable hardware unit
is used in each stage. This allowed the pipeline itself to be reorganized, opening the
doors for graphics innovation [25] and hinting at a future of general purpose computing.
The first GPU to support this and be considered a true “unified graphics and computing
architecture” was the Nvidia GeForce 880, released in 2006 [22].
Shader programming has its inherent difficulties. First, there is no standard for writing
and deploying shaders - there are two main choices today. Depending on the target
architecture, either the Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) [14], developed buy the Khronos
Group, can be used to deploy shaders written in the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL)
[12], or DirectX [19], developed by Microsoft, can be used to deploy shaders written in
the High-Level Shading Language (HLSL) [20]. Nvidia has developed a universal shader
language called “C for Graphics” (Cg) [23] that works with both OpenGL and DirectX
shaders. These approaches to shader programming are intended to allow flexible graphics
programming, and their development is certainly a step in the right direction for general
purpose computing on a GPU, but languages likes OpenGL/GLSL and DirectX/HLSL "are
inherently shading languages. Computation must still be expressed in graphics terms
like vertices, textures, fragments, and blending" [25], forcing programmers to essentially
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disguise their applications as graphics computations. To make matters worse, programs
that run in parallel have “intrinsic characteristics [like] race conditions, memory access
bottlenecks, [and] thread safety” [7] that make emergent errors much more prevalent than
in traditional linear programming. To abstract away these graphics-oriented specifics and
to help with the inherent difficulties of parallel programs, high-level programming models
were developed to help deploy general-purpose software onto GPUs.
I.1.4 Programming Models
GPUs were designed originally for computer graphics, but the resulting computational
abilities are excellent for other applications as well. The difficulty in utilizing the GPU for
general-purpose computing is in the level of abstraction of graphics-oriented programming
models. Until recently, even the best programming tools were closely tied to GPU archi-
tectures. Programmers are used to traditional languages “designed for one sequential
thread” [22] that runs on a CPU. So, there is a need for “higher level languages that [are]
designed explictly for computation and abstract [away] the graphics-isms of the GPU”, ef-
fectively hiding a GPU’s architecture [25]. Several researchers have addressed this issue
by adopting the stream programming model, where functions called kernels operate on
each element in a set of data sets called streams and produce streams [25]. (Notable
projects include BrookGPU [4] and Sh [18].) The first solution from a major vendor was
Nvidia’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [24].
CUDA allows for general-purpose programming of Nvidia GPUs. It adopts the stream
programming model by dividing work up into threads, each with its own private mem-
ory. These threads operate in parallel and share memory within a thread block (up to 32
threads per block). These thread blocks can operate in sequence or in parallel, depending
on the application and the resources available on a particular GPU. (See Figure I.4.) An
application consists of a program called the host that runs on the CPU, submits data and
kernels to operate on the data to the GPU, and retrieves the results. For the most part, the
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CUDA back-end takes care of translating kernels into the appropriate division of work into
thread-blocks. This means an application is scalable across “any size GPU, automatically
using more parallelism on GPUs with more processor power” [22].
Figure I.4: The CUDA Thread Hierarchy [22]
As a response to Nvidia’s proprietary CUDA, the Khronos Group specified the Open
Compute Language (OpenCL) [13] standard. The key difference between CUDA and
OpenCl is that OpenCL is cross-platform, while CUDA is limited to Nvidia architectures.
As such, every OpenCL application starts by identifying the GPU architecture(s) avail-
able to the system on which the application is running. Instead of simply submitting a
kernel binary to the GPU, as with CUDA, OpenCL applications must first compile kernels
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for a particular architecture. (This is called just-in-time compilation, as the compilation
happens while the host application is running.) The overhead from this additional setup
phase combined with the wide variety of GPU architectures available causes some to
claim that “OpenCL does not provide performance portability” [8]. This might be true for
naive applications that do not consider the intricacies of their available hardware, but more
sophisticated approaches that adjust themselves accordingly could keep OpenCL on-par
with CUDA from a performance point of view [8].
The strength of high-level approaches like CUDA and OpenCL is that they “allow the
programmer to focus on the important issues of parallelism - how to design efficient par-
allel algorithms - using a familiar language” [22]. However, one cannot simply run a se-
quential program on a parallel architecture like the GPU and expect it to run faster - in all
likelihood, it will run much slower if the architecture isn’t considered. “A shift in the pro-
grammer’s habits has to occur: the problem must now be decomposed into thousands of
threads (if not millions) to ensure the full utilization of the GPU and the data placement (as
well as movements) carefully planned to limit the usage of slow paths” [6]. For example, a
programmer might expect several threads to run in parallel without realizing that they are
data-dependent on one another, effectively forcing them to run in sequence. As another
example, imagine a scenario where a programmer has developed an application that de-
pends on random element access within a custom data structure. This might run well
on an architecture with a standard memory model, but if the programmer decides to port
the application without modification to a GPU using OpenCL’s vector-oriented kernels, the
performance could take a huge hit. CUDA and OpenCL inherently support coprocessing
by having a host thread run on the host device (CPU) and submit kernels to the GPU. This
approach makes adding parallelism to an application using CUDA or OpenCL relatively
straightforward straightforward in the sense that only some portions need to be paral-
lelized, rather than the whole program, and those parallel sections can then be ported to
kernels [22]. OpenCL is more flexible than CUDA, however, in that it can execute kernels
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on GPUs, the host CPU itself, and other heterogeneous architectures like AMD’s Fusion
APU (Accelerated Processing Unit). As such, OpenCL will be used for this project.
I.2 OpenCL [15]
An OpenCL application is described as a hierarchy of models - a Platform Model,
which abstracts away a processor’s architecture into a collection of processing units; a
Memory Model, which divides physical memory across the Platform Model and defines
data types suitable for parallel programming; and an Execution Model, which defines
methods for using processing units to move and operate on data.
I.2.1 Platform Model
The OpenCL specification describes a system as a Platform by dividing up the archi-
tecture into abstract computing units using OpenCL’s Platform Model (see Figure I.5). This
model divides a system into a host device and at least one compute device. In the case of
a system with a CPU and GPU, the CPU would likely be the host device (where the linear
control code would run); the GPU would be a compute device (where the parallel code
would run). Each compute device is divided up into compute units, which are divided up
into processing elements.
I.2.2 Execution Model
The OpenCL Execution Model specifies that an OpenCL application has two parts - a
host program that runs on the host device and one or more kernels that run on compute
devices. These kernels run in parallel, so each kernel usually has several instances of
itself. To keep track of all these kernel instances, work-items have an associated work-
item global ID that makes it uniquely identifiable within a a kernel’s instances. To help with
organization, work-items can be organized into work-groups - each work-item then has
a work-item local ID for identification within a work-group, which has a work-group ID for
10
Figure I.5: OpenCL Platform Model [7]
identification within a kernel. These IDs comprise a 1D, 2D, or 3D index space called an
NDRange.
The point of an NDRange is so each work-item knows what data to operate on. As an
example, imagine a kernel that is designed to modify a 15x15-pixel image by turning it into
a checkerboard where the pixels alternate black and red. The application should then be
written such that the kernel has 225 work-items arranged in an abstract 15x15 NDRange.
The kernel should be written such that it makes its corresponding pixel red if its work-item
global ID is odd, or black if its work-item global ID is even. For a more complex example,
imagine that the kernel wants to make the image into a checkerboard of alternating 5x5
red-black checkerboards and 5x5 yellow-green checkerboards. In this case, the kernel
should have 225 work-items in a 15x15 NDRange with 5x5 work-groups, as in Figure I.6.
The Execution model also defines command queues, which are abstract channels
along which a host can send commands to a device. Commands can be executed in the
order in which they are enqueued or they can be executed out of order. If the commands
are executed out of order, barriers can be placed in the command queue to enforce data
dependencies. The main commands for the Execution Model involve program objects,
which encapsulate the source code and binary of a kernel. A host can send commands
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Figure I.6: An example of an OpenCL kernel’s 2D NDRange, where Gx×Gy = 225 is
the total number of work-items, Wx×Wy = 9 is the total number of work-items, and
Lx×Ly = 25 is the number of work-items per work-group. [1]
to a device through a command queue to have a program object compile its kernel source
code or to control the execution of kernels by starting, stopping, or synchronizing them.
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I.2.3 Memory Model
The OpenCL Memory Model specifies four distinct types of memory for compute de-
vices. (See Figure I.5 for a visualization of the Memory Model.)
• Global memory maps to main device memory. The compute device has read/write
access, as does the host, in the sense that when a host sends memory commands
to a compute device, it is either writing to or reading from that compute device’s
Global memory.
• Constant memory is essentially the same as Global memory, except that a device
only has read access.
• Local memory is shared within a single work-group; all work-items in the work-group
have read/write access.
• Private memory is local to a single work-item. All memory management is done
by the host through memory commands except for a work-item’s private memory,
which is analagous to a function’s local stack.
This way of handling memory is designed to take maximum advantage of the parallelism
in compute device architectures by closely mimicking the memory layout in a typical GPU
- Figure I.7 shows how the model applies to the AMD Radeon HD6970 GPU.
13
Figure I.7: OpenCL Memory Model vs Typical GPU [11]
Memory Objects are 1D, 2D, or 3D data structures located within device memory on
which kernels can operate. The 1D objects are called Buffers. They are stored sequen-
tially, with elements accessed using a traditional pointer. The 2D and 3D objects are
called Images. They are stored in an architecture-dependent format optimized for paral-
lel element access. This increases performance, but means that kernels cannot access
individual elements with a traditional pointer. Instead, Image elements are accessed with
an image sampler. The elements of a buffer are traditional scalar values; elements of
an image are vectors corresponding to image formats like (R,G,B,A) or (Y,Pb,Pr). A host
can send commands to a device through a command queue to create, destroy, read from,
write to, or map/unmap memory objects. Because kernels operate on memory objects,
the host must also specify the memory objects that a kernel’s arguments refer to.
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I.2.4 OpenCL Example Workflow
Figure I.8 shows how all the models work together with a generic workflow. As a con-
crete example, consider the checkerboard example from earlier. Assume the application
is running on a system with a CPU as a host and a GPU as the only available compute
device. The host program performs the following steps:
• The host program completes initialization/discovery phase that attempts to learn in-
formation about the platform’s available compute devices, such as how much mem-
ory they have, how many processing elements per compute unit they have, what
version of OpenCL the devices support, etc. In this case, it sees the GPU as the
only compute device. (An OpenCL application can use this information to reconfig-
ure itself based on the computational abilities of the available compute devices - an
application could even force itself to run completely serially if there are no parallel
compute devices available.)
• The host program creates a command queue to the GPU, because the application
intends to move memory to and execute code on the GPU.
• The host program creates a 15x15 2D Image and submits a write command on the
GPU’s command queue to put the data in the GPU’s global memory.
• The host program compiles the source code for the Checkerboard image trans-
formation into a kernel, specifies that the kernel’s input and output is the Image
memory object, and submits a command to transfer and execute the kernel.
• Once the kernel’s execution is complete, the host retrieves the modified Image from
the GPU’s global memory.
• The host program releases all necessary resources and displays the image.
While this workflow is more general than a graphics application, it is still tightly coupled
to both the OpenCL specification and the architecture of the system on which it is running.
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Figure I.8: Generic OpenCL Application Workflow [6]
Ideally, a programmer’s focus should be on the computation to be performed, not on the
specifics of its implementation. To raise the abstraction to a level that allows this focus,
we look to model-based engineering.
I.3 Model-Based Engineering
Model-based engineering is an approach to engineering that aims to raise abstraction
to a level that allows a problem to be specified only by details that matter. Using this
approach, ”higher-level models are transformed into lower level models until the model can
be made executable” [7]. In this sense, a programming language like C is model-based
engineering. A programmer writing in C is creating a textual model of an application and
does not care about the instruction set of the processor on which the resulting program
will run. It is up to the compiler to transform the high-level C program into a lower-level
assembly-language model, which is then executable. Similarly, OpenCL’s division of an
application into Platform, Memory, and Execution Models is model-based engineering. An
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application is described using these components, and the resulting model is compiled into
an executable host program.
I.3.1 Metamodels/DSMLs
In model-based engineering, every model must be described in some notation or lan-
guage, such as instructions in C or compute units in the OpenCL Platform Model. Since
these descriptions vary depending on the domain in which they are used, they are called
Domain-Specific Modeling Languages (DSMLs). Of course, a DSML must be defined
somehow. This is done using a MetaModel described with a MetaModeling Language.
This can be confusing, so consider Figure I.9, which shows the relationship between a
finite state machine model and the meta-model describing the FSM DSML.
Figure I.9: Metamodeling Architecture Example: FSM [9]
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I.3.2 Generic Modeling Environment
The Generic Modeling Environment (GME), created by Vanderbilt’s Institute for Soft-
ware Integrated Systems (ISIS) [27], is “a configurable toolkit for creating domain-specific
modeling environments” [9]. It allows a user to define custom visual DSMLs with which a
model can be created. Figure I.10 is a screenshot of the program.
Figure I.10: GME Screenshot [9]
To create custom DSMLs, GME uses a MetaMetaModel called MetaGME. The MetaGME
DSML consists entirely of different types of First-Class Objects (FCOs). These types in-
clude:
• Atoms, which are primitives and stand alone
• Models, which can contain any FCO
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• Connections, which connect any two FCOs
All FCOs can be assigned custom Attributes, which are essentially properties of the FCO.
As an example, consider the DSML for a finite state machine (FSM) in Figure I.9. An
FSM contains states and transitions between those states. To create an FSM DSML
using MetaGME, one could have a Model representing an FSM that contains Atoms rep-
resenting States. The states could be connected together with Connections representing
transitions that have a “Condition” attribute representing the transition condition. This
metamodel is shown in Figure I.11.
Figure I.11: FSM Metamodel, defined with MetaGME
GME also contains a Model Interpreter consisting of a C# API that allows a program
to analyze and generate GME models. This opens up the possibility of programs that
translate between modeling domains and, for models intended to be executed, programs
that generate executable code.
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CHAPTER II
METACL TOOLCHAIN
The goal of this project is to deploy real-time signal processing algorithms to hetero-
geneous architectures. Because the signal processing domain is so large, and because
there is such a wide variety of emerging architectures, the project domain is restricted
to the modeling and generation of image processing applications onto the AMD Fusion
architecture. This modeling and generation is performed using a toolchain called MetaCL.
The MetaCL toolchain starts with a model created with a DSML specifically designed
to model OpenCL applications. This model is divided up into sub-models to represent
the different aspects of an OpenCL application. From this model, the GME Interpreter
generates a compilable OpenCL application that uses a custom C++ framework and the
OpenCL C++ API.
II.1 Related Work
Nick Lowell from the Institute for Software-Interated Systems (ISIS) at Vanderbilt used
DSMLs defined in GME to deploy real-time algorithms to the Cell Broadband Engine Ar-
chitecture, a heterogeneous, single-die processor developed by IBM, Sony, and Toshiba.
His approach transforms a hardware definition model, an algorithm model, and a custom
data-type model into code executable on the Cell. This project is an extension of Nick’s
research. [17]
Rogrigues, et. al from the Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Au-
tomatique (INRIA) developed a approach for modeling and generating code for OpenCL
applications. Their method uses a subset of the Unified Modeling Language (UML) called
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the Modeling and Analysis of Real-time and Embedded Systems (MARTE) profile to de-
scribe OpenCL applications. Their modeling approach extends the OpenCL specification
to include more details about a system’s architecture and introduce performance metrics.
Figure II.1: MetaCL Toolchain
II.2 Modeling Environment
II.2.1 OpenCL MetaModel - MetaCL
The metamodel developed for this framework is called MetaCL, which is where the
overall toolchain gets its name. It directly mimics the OpenCL Platform, Execution, and
Memory Models. A model created with MetaCL has MemoryObjects given as arguments
to OpenCLKernels, which are deployed to OpenCLResources. Figure II.2 shows the
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MetaGME model that describes the relationship between each entity. Note: because of
similar naming conventions, MetaCL entities will be written in camel case (e.g. Memory-
Object, OpenCLKernel), while OpenCL entities will be written in lower case (e.g. memory
objects and kernels). When necessary, “OpenCL” or “MetaCL” will be explicitly stated to
alleviate confusion, as in “OpenCL memory object” and “MetaCL MemoryObject”.
Figure II.2: OpenCL Metamodel
(OpenCLResource attributes cropped for clarity - see Figure II.4 for detail.)
II.2.1.1 MemoryObjects
MetaCL MemoryObjects represent all OpenCL data structures (Buffers, 2DImages,
and 3DImages), and serve as the primitives in a MetaCL model. Because of this, Memo-
ryObjects are defined as Atoms in the MetaGME DSML. For extensibility, they inherit from
a Primitive - an abstract Atom with no attributes.
Most of a MemoryObject’s attributes describe the structure of the data it represents.
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The OpenCL API allows a programmer to retrieve information about an OpenCL 2D/3DImage,
including:
• CL_IMAGE_FORMAT (the format, as in CL_RGB or CL_RGBA)
• CL_IMAGE_ELEMENT_SIZE (the size of each element)
• CL_IMAGE_ROW_PITCH (the size in bytes of a row of elements)
• CL_IMAGE_SLICE_PITCH (the size in bytes of a 2D slice of a 3D Image)
• CL_IMAGE_WIDTH (the width in pixels)
• CL_IMAGE_HEIGHT (the depth in pixels)
• CL_IMAGE_DEPTH (the depth of a 3D Image in pixels)
So, a MetaCL MemoryObject has PixelSize, RowPitch, SlicePitch, Width, Height, and
Depth attributes to represent this information. (Image format is always assumed to be
RGBA). It is clear that some attributes are applicable to only certain types of OpenCL
memory objects. For example, it does not make sense for a 2DImage to have a
CL_IMAGE_SLICE_PITCH value of anything but 0. That said, a model expressed using
MetaCL is only a high-level view and is not concerned with the resulting OpenCL applica-
tion. Rather, it is up to the MetaCL Interpreter (see Section I.3.2) to use a MemoryObject’s
attributes to determine what type of OpenCL memory object should be used.
MetaCL MemoryObjects also have attributes to describe the origin of their data. Data-
Source indicates the source of the data associated with the MemoryObject. It is enumer-
ated attribute with possible values “User” (indicating that the data is an int given by the user
in the Value attribute), “CSV” (indicating that the data is contained in a Comma-separated
Values file located at the relative path in the Path attribute), or “Webcam” (indicating that
the data is a frame from a webcam). The srcPixelSize attribute is to indicate the number
of elements in a pixel in the source data. This is important to know, because, for example,
a kernel intending to operate on four-element RGBA pixels would see pixels from an RGB
image as RGBR, GBRG, BRGB, etc., and so appropriate transformations would need to
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be applied. Finally, the boolean Display attribute indicates whether or not the item should
be displayed while the application is running.
Figure II.3: MetaCL MemoryObject
II.2.1.2 OpenCLKernels
MetaCL OpenCLKernels represent OpenCL kernels, and serve as the functions that
act on MemoryObject primitives in a MetaCL model. Kernels’ arguments need to be spec-
ified, so OpenCLKernels are defined as Models in the MetaGME DSML and contain ob-
jects to represent their arguments (see Section II.2.1.3). For extensibility, OpenCLKernels
inherit from a Process - an abstract Model with no attributes.
The GlobalWorkDims, LocalWorkDims, and WorkSize attributes are analogous to an
NDRange in the OpenCL Execution Model, and describe an OpenCLKernel’s parallel de-
ployment. The Source and SourceLength attributes allow a user to input a kernel’s source
code directly into GME, as opposed to having the interpreter use the KernelName enu-
merated attribute to look up the appropriate pre-written source code in a kernel library
(see Section II.3).
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Figure II.4: MetaCL OpenCLKernel
II.2.1.3 CLObjects
MetaCL CLObjects represent arguments to a Kernel. They are contained within MetaCL
OpenCLKernels, serving as ports to the parent MetaCL model. CLObjects have an
ArgNum attribute to keep track of which argument they represent and a Type enumer-
ated attribute with values “Primitive”, “Buffer”, “2DImage”, or “3DImage” to indicate the
type of the argument they represent. Just like MemoryObjects, CLObjects inherit from an
abstract Primitive. It is important to note that CLObjects are not directly editable by a user
(see Section II.2.2).
Figure II.5: MetaCL CLObjects serving as ports to an OpenCLKernel
II.2.1.4 OpenCLResources
MetaCL OpenCLResources represent OpenCL Compute Devices. After a Device has
been discovered, the OpenCL API allows a programmer to retrieve information about it,
including, but not limited to:
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• CL_DEVICE_TYPE (CPU, GPU, APU, etc.)
• CL_DEVICE_MAX_COMPUTE_UNITS (the number of parallel cores in a device)
• CL_DEVICE_MAX_MEM_ALLOC_SIZE (a Memory Object’s max size in bytes)
• CL_DEVICE_IMAGE_SUPPORT (whether or not a device supports 2D/3D Images)
• CL_DEVICE_SINGLE_FP_CONFIG (a device’s floating-point capabilities)
(See Table 4.3 in [15] for a full list of Device queries.) OpenCLResources have attributes
for each of these queries, in addition to a RUID (Resource Unique Identifier) attribute for
associating OpenCLResources with their respective OpenCLDevices. For extensibility,
Resources inherit from an abstract Resource atom with no attributes.
Figure II.6: MetaCL OpenCLResource
II.2.1.5 Flow and Deployment
A Flow is a connection between two Primitives (MemoryObjects or CLObjects). It
represents an association between a MemoryObject and CLObject or between two CLOb-
jects. This allows a user to specify which memory objects are arguments to which kernels,
thus giving rise to data dependencies between kernels.
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A Deployment is a connection between an OpenCLKernel and an OpenCLResource.
It indicates that the respective kernel should be submitted to the respective Compute
Device for execution. An OpenCLResource with at least one Deployment connected also
indicates the existence of a command queue to its respective compute device.
II.2.1.6 MetaCL Aspects
GME includes a “Visualization” feature that lets a user view only certain parts of a
model by associating FCOs in the model’s metamodel with an aspect. The user can then
select the desired aspect when editing a model to view only the aspect’s associated object
types. MetaCL is split up into three aspects: Process, Resource, and Deployment.
The Process aspect includes MemoryObjects, OpenCLKernels, CLObjects, and Flows.
Selecting the Process aspect allows a user to focus on algorithm development without
worrying about how the algorithm well be deployed onto hardware. This is essential, be-
cause algorithms are often developed independently from their implementation.
The Resource aspect includes only OpenCLResources. Selecting the Resource as-
pect allows a user to focus solely on the architecture of the available OpenCL platform.
This decoupling gives focus to the available architecture’s features, omitting details on
how they might affect an algorithm’s performance.
The Deployment aspect includes Deployments as well as all MetaCL objects associ-
ated with the Process and Resource aspects. This allows a user to visualize the deploy-
ment of algorithm components to an OpenCL platform. The Deployment aspect is the
most complete aspect, as it includes all MetaCL objects.
The separation of concerns given by these aspects is crucial, especially when dealing
with complicated algorithms and large multicore systems. Figure II.7 show the three as-
pects of a simple example model. It is important to note that the aspects in this example
do not represent three distinct models. Rather, they are different ways of looking at the
same model.
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Figure II.7: MetaCL Aspects
II.2.2 MetaCL Constraints - Automated Kernel Discovery and Enforcement
An OpenCLKernel’s “KernelName” attribute and the “Type” and “ArgNum” attributes of
any associated CLObject comprise a signature for the OpenCLKernel’s associated ker-
nel (see Figure II.8). Because MetaCL should be able to express any kernel with any
signature, MetaCL allows any number of CLObjects of any type to be placed as ports
to an OpenCLKernel. However, this allows the possibility of creating an OpenCLKernel
that models an undefined kernel - one that isn’t either in the Kernel Library or given in
the OpenCLKernel’s “Source” and “SourceLength” attributes. Constraining MetaCL in this
way is out of a DSML’s scope, so some other method of enforcing the creation of defined
kernels is necessary.
Figure II.8: Kernel Signature Model
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AddOn is a GME component that can be programmed to respond to events in a GME
session like creating/deleting an object, changing an object’s attribute, opening/saving/-
closing a model, etc. So, an AddOn was created and registered with MetaCL to enforce
the creation of defined kernels. When a MetaCL model is opened, the AddOn parses all
the kernels in the Kernel Library and creates a name-argument mapping between kernel
names and their arguments, using I/O Tags (see Section II.3 to distinguish between in-
puts and outputs. Then, whenever an OpenCLKernel is created or has its KernelName
attribute changed, its associated CLObjects are created, deleted, or modified according
to the name-argument mapping. This ensures that a kernel always has the appropriate
number of arguments, each with the appropriate type. Figure II.9 is an example.
Figure II.9: Kernel Enforcement
MetaCL also allows any OpenCLKernel to be deployed to any OpenCLResource. Of
course, MetaCL should be able to model any deployment, but this freedom can cause
problems if a kernel with OpenCL 2D/3DImage arguments is modeled as being deployed
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to a compute device that does not support Images (recall the CL_DEVICE_IMAGE_SUPPORT
query in Section II.2.1.4). To resolve this issue, the name-argument mapping actually
maps each Kernel name to a pair of argument sets - one for the kernel’s “Image Support”
signature and one for its “No Image Support” signature. Then, when an OpenCLKernel
is deployed to an OpenCLResource or an OpenCLResource’s ImageSupport attribute is
changed, the Type attribute of each of the OpenCLKernel’s associated CLObjects are
modified accordingly.
II.3 Kernel Library
The domain of this project is restricted to image processing. As such, a library of
image processing kernels was developed for use in assembling larger image processing
algorithms. A full list and description of the supported kernels is in Appendix A.
To properly model kernels as blocks in an image processing algorithm, it is necessary
to augment the standard OpenCL kernel signatures to differentiate between kernel input
and output arguments. To do this, input arguments are placed first, followed by an inline
comment “/*IOTAG*/”, followed by the output arguments. As an example, the FlipX kernel
takes a single 2DImage called “in” as its input and a single 2DImage called “out” as its
output - its source signature is shown in Figure II.10.
Figure II.10: Augmented Kernel Signature
Some heterogeneous architectures only support certain aspects of OpenCL. For ex-
ample, some devices do not support 2D/3DImage memory objects - only buffers. Because
of this, each kernel in the Kernel Library has two definitions - one for devices with image
support (which will run fastest) and one for devices without image support. The kernels
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contain macros that the OpenCL JIT device compiler uses to determine which definition
should be compiled based on the device’s image support.
II.4 MetaCL C++ Framework
To assist in the translation of a MetaCL model to code executable using the OpenCL
C++ API, it makes sense to create a C++ framework that closely resembles the MetaCL
language. This additional level of abstraction above the OpenCL C++ API allows infor-
mation about a model to be queried once and used multiple times across an application.
For example, when submitting a kernel on a command queue in an OpenCL Applica-
tion using the C++ API, a programmer must call the cl::CommandQueue object’s “en-
queueNDRangeKernel” method and pass it a cl::Kernel object and the local and global
cl::NDRange objects over which the kernel should execute. However, this covers two
distinct concepts in the MetaCL language - OpenCLKernels and Deployments. So, the
clKernel object in the MetaCL Framework contains all the attributes of an MetaCL Open-
CLKernel as well as a reference to a cl::CommandQueue object. The MetaCL Frame-
work also goes beyond OpenCL functionality by including concepts for retrieving webcam
frames, displaying application outputs, parsing CSV inputs, generating performance re-
ports, and converting between data formats. Figure II.11 shows the class diagram of the
MetaCL C++ Framework.
The clEnvironment class encapsulates several concepts from the OpenCL Platform
and Execution Models that are relevant to the project domain. A clEnvironment object has
data members representing the OpenCL Context for the application, a list of Platforms
for the application to use, a list of compute devices to which kernels will be submitted, a
mapping between command queues and their respective devices, and various other infor-
mation. A clEnvironment object also contains member functions that use the appropriate
OpenCL C++ API calls to instantiate and use these member data. For example, the clEn-
vironment::createProgFromSrc(kernelName) method grabs kernel source code from the
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Kernel Library based on the kernelName parameter and compiles it for all devices in the
compute device list using an OpenCL C++ API call.
The Prim abstract class represents not only OpenCL memory objects, but other data
objects as well (for extensibility). A Prim contains handles to internal data and a source
for that data. For both source and internal data, a Prim contains members for a pointer
to the data (data/srcData), the number of elements in the data (numElements/srcNumEle-
ments), and the size of each element (elementSize/srcElementSize). For example, a
Prim whose data comes from a webcam that outputs 640x480 RGB pixel frames to a
system-level frame buffer will have its srcData pointer pointing to the frame buffer with
srcNumElements and srcElementSize equal to 307,200 and 3, respectively. When instan-
tiated, the Prim will copy the data from the srcData pointer to the internData pointer. The
numElements and elementSize members might differ from the source’s if, for example, an
OpenCL application is designed to operate on every two pixels of a webcam frame. In this
case, numElements and elementSize would be equal to 153,600 and 6, respectively.
The clBuffer, clImage2D and clImage3D classes represent OpenCL Buffers, 2DIm-
ages, and 3DImages, respectively. They all inherit from the clPrim abstract class, which
inherits from a Prim and contains data members relevant to all memory objects, but they
each also contain data members that are relevant to their respective memory object types
like width and height for 2D/3D Images and depth for 3D Images. All clPrim objects con-
tain a handle to their respective OpenCL C++ API objects as well (cl::Buffer, cl::Image2D,
or cl::Image3D).
A clKernel object contains members representing a handle to a cl::Kernel, a handle
to the cl::CommandQueue on which the kernel will be submitted, cl::NDRange objects for
specifying the parallel execution of the kernel, cl::Event objects that the kernel will wait
on before executing, and cl::Event objects that the kernel will generate after executing.
A clKernel object also contains member methods that call the appropriate OpenCL C++
API methods for compiling its associate kernel source, setting kernel arguments, setting
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cl::Event objects to wait on, and submitting kernels for execution. The clKernel class
inherits from the abstract Process class for extensibility.
The Webcam class uses the OpenCV [10] library to capture frames from a webcam.
It contains a handle to an OpenCV webcam frame object, a pointer to raw frame data,
and public methods for starting a webcam and for updating the frame data. The Window
class also uses the OpenCV library to display images in a window. A Prim object can has
a webcam feed as its input data by instantiating it with a pointer to the data in a Webcam
object’s currentFrame object.
The MetaCL C++ Framework also contains several helper functions. To convert be-
tween pixel formats, the addAlpha and removeAlpha functions will add or remove the
alpha channel from every fourth element in a block of memory. To use CSV files as in-
puts to an OpenCL application, the csvToArray function converts a CSV file into a block
of memory for use as a Buffer. Finally, to log application performance, the report class
allows clKernels to generate reports on their runtime.
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Figure II.11: MetaCL C++ Framework Class Diagram
II.5 MetaCL Interpreter
The MetaCL Interpreter uses the OpenCL Interpreter component and C# API to con-
vert MetaCL models into functioning OpenCL applications. Section III.3 has a full example
of a model interpretation and generated code.
II.5.1 Initial Model Analysis
Upon the MetaCL Interpreter’s invocation, it first gathers information about a model
specific to MetaCL. The GME Interpreter API is designed to analyze a generic model,
so data structures specifically describing MetaCL models are helpful. For example, a
CLObject or MemoryObject will always be connected by a Flow connection to exactly one
MemoryObject or CLObject. So, The MetaCL Interpreter scans the model for all Flow
connections and creates a table mapping each Flow’s source to its destination and vice-
versa. These data structures make interpreting MetaCL models easier.
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The MetaCL Interpreter also uses this initial analysis phase to generate code neces-
sary to any application using the MetaCL C++ Framework, such as:
• Defining macros
• Including headers
• Declaring various methods and variables
II.5.2 Kernel Dependency Graph
For an OpenCL application to function correctly, its kernels’ data dependencies must
be satisfied. One cannot simply submit kernels randomly and hope they operate on valid
data. For example, the model in Figure II.7 will not produce a correct output unless the
FlipX kernel waits to execute until a new webcam frame is retrieved. Similarly, one cannot
submit kernels randomly and hope they execute in the correct order. For example, the
model in Figure II.12 will not produce a correct output if the FlipX kernel executes before
the Duplicate kernel. So, the Interpreter must generate code that satisfies a model’s data
dependencies by enforcing the correct ordering for kernel execution.
To understand a model’s data dependencies, the MetaCL Interpreter creates a di-
rected graph with OpenCLKernels as nodes and Flows as directed edges (see Figure II.12.
Using this data structure, the immediate data dependencies of any OpenCLKernel are
easily accessible. To form the directed graph, the Interpreter first identifies all source
nodes and then performs a breadth-first traversal of the model. The Interpreter also en-
sures that there are no feedback loops in the model by checking for cycles in the directed
graph.
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Figure II.12: Kernel Dependency Directed Graph
The OpenCL specification gives several different methods for controlling a kernel’s ex-
ecution. One method is to use an in-order-execution command queue and submit kernels
in an order that reflects their dependencies. However, this allows only one Kernel to run
at a time, even in an application where parallel Kernel execution might be possible. A bet-
ter method, and the one the Interpreter uses, is to use an out-of-order command queue
and OpenCL’s event system, in which kernels wait on other kernels’ “execution complete”
events before executing. Figure II.13 shows a comparison between these two methods,
using the directed graph from the example in Figure II.12.
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Figure II.13: Kernel Data-Dependency Resolution. The MetaCL Interpreter
generates out-of-order command queue so FlipX and FlipY can execute
simultaneously.
II.5.3 OpenCL Environment Setup
Once the initial model analysis is complete, the Interpreter sets up the OpenCL en-
vironment as described in the MetaCL C++ Framework (Section II.4). The Interpreter
generates code to:
• Set up the platform.
• Query the platform to retrieve the available compute devices, which it then matches
up with the model’s OpenCLResources using their RUID attributes. (While the
model’s OpenCLResources contain all relevant information about the available re-
sources, the host application must still query the platform to get handles to them.)
• Generate a command queue for every OpenCLResource in the model that has a
Deployment.
• Set up any input/output functionality required by the model. For example, if any
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MemoryObject has its Source attribute set to “Webcam”, then the Interpreter at-
tempts to find and initialize a webcam using OpenCV. Likewise, if any MemoryOb-
ject has its Display attribute set to “True”, then the Interpreter initializes a window
using OpenCV.
II.5.4 Memory Object Generation & Implicit MemoryObjects
Once the OpenCL environment is set up, the Interpreter moves on to generating
OpenCL memory objects. Each source node in the dependency graph acts as an input to
the system, so the Interpreter analyzes them first. For each of these MetaCL MemoryOb-
jects, the Interpreter creates a clPrim object using the specified dimension attributes and
loads the appropriate data according to the Source attribute. Next, the Interpreter ana-
lyzes the sink nodes, which act as outputs from the system, by generating a clPrim object
using the specified dimension attributes and setting up output display buffers if necessary.
Once the clPrims have been generated, their associated memory objects need to be
written to the appropriate compute device. As discussed earlier in Section I.2.3, com-
mands can be sent on a command queue to create, destroy, read from, write to, or
map/unmap memory objects. Because of the real-time nature of the project domain, how-
ever, it does not make sense to submit a new write command for every new webcam frame
and a new read command for every new result. Instead, every clPrim object’s associated
memory object is memory-mapped to the host address space.
All MetaCL MemoryObjects in the model have been interpreted at this point. However,
if there is more than one OpenCLKernel in the model, then there are still Implicit Mem-
oryObjects that need to exist. Figure II.14 shows an example of this - there must be an
OpenCL Memory Object created on the device so the Affine kernel has allocated memory
to output to and the FlipX kernel has memory to read from.
To handle these Implicit MemoryObjects, the Interpreter simply looks at all Flows that
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connect two CLObjects. By their very nature, however, CLObjects merely represent ar-
guments to a Kernel, and do not contain any information about how much memory they
should occupy. So, the Interpreter traverses the dependency graph backwards from the
Implicit MemoryObject until it finds a source node. Some kernels produce outputs of a
different size than their inputs, so the interpreter keeps a table of Attribute Ratios that give
the OpenCLKernel’s output dimensions relative to its input dimensions. Using this table
and the dimensions of the source node found when traversing backwards, the dimensions
of the Implicit MemoryObject can be calculated and clPrims can be generated. Note that
because these Implicit MemoryObjects always reside in compute device memory, they
only need to be written once, and do not need to be memory-mapped.
As each of these clObjects are created (from implicit and explicit MemoryObjects),
the Interpreter populates a mapping from the created clObjects to the OpenCLKernel’s
CLObjects in the model. This makes life easier when generating clKernels.
Figure II.14: Implicit MemoryObject
II.5.5 Kernel Initialization
After all clPrims have been generated, the Interpreter moves on to clKernels. It pro-
duces one clKernel per MetaCL OpenCLKernel in the model, using each OpenCLKernel’s
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KernelName attribute to look up the appropriate source in the Kernel Library and compile it
for the deployed OpenCLResource. Next, the Interpreter sets the arguments for the kernel
using the clObject-CLObject mapping created at the end of the Memory Object Initializa-
tion phase. Finally, the Interpreter gets a handle to the appropriate cl::CommandQueue,
based on which OpenCLResource the OpenCLKernel is deployed to.
II.5.6 Execution
The last phase of a model’s interpretation is generation of the execution portion of
the OpenCL Application. After generating code to update all necessary input data (e.g.
retrieving a new webcam frame), the Interpeter checks each input MemoryObject’s ele-
mentSize attribute against its srcElementSize attribute to see if there is a format difference
between, for example, a webcam frame and the required memory object data strucure.
Converting data in such a way cannot be done in parallel, so the conversion must hap-
pen on the host device. Unfortunately, the OpenCL specification does not allow a kernel
to modify a memory-mapped memory object. So, if there is a format discrepancy, the
Interpreter generates code to map the memory object back to host memory, call the ap-
propriate helper conversion function (addAlpha/removeAlpha), and unmap the memory
object.
The Interpreter then uses the kernel dependency graph to generate kernel execution
commands that indicate to wait until the appropriate “execution complete” events from
other kernels have been generated. This allows the OpenCL runtime to handle the proper
order of execution.
Finally, the Interpreter generates code for each output MemoryObject - mapping, con-
verting, and unmapping if necessary. For every output MemoryObject with a Display
attribute set to “True”, a display window is updated as well. At this point, the model’s in-
terpretation is complete, and the OpenCL host source code is generated and ready for
compilation and execution.
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CHAPTER III
CASE STUDY
To better explain each step in the MetaCL toolchain and illustrate its effectiveness in
developing OpenCL applications, consider a simple image processing algorithm where
a single kernel calculates the mirror image of a webcam feed and both the original and
mirrored images are displayed. After investigating the appropriate kernel’s source code,
we will discuss the creation of a simple MetaCL model in GME to represent an OpenCL
implementation of the algorithm, analyze the interpretation of the model into code within
the MetaCL C++ framework, and finally see the output of the resulting OpenCL application.
III.1 Kernel
As a simple kernel example, consider the FlipX kernel, which takes in a single 2D
Image and produces a 2D Image that is the horizontal mirror of the input. FlipX operates
in parallel on each pixel in the output, calculating the coordinates of each output pixel’s
corresponding mirrored input pixel, and setting each output pixel’s value to the value of the
pixel at the mirrored coordinates. Consider the following source code for the FlipX kernel:
# i f __IMAGE_SUPPORT__
/ / This image sampler l e t s the kerne l sample values o f elements
/ / a t s p e c i f i c coord ina tes w i t h i n an image . We are using :
/ / CLK_NORMALIZED_COORDS_FALSE − so we can use i n t e g e r values f o r
/ / the coord ina tes ( otherwise , the coord ina tes would range from
/ / 0.0−1.0 , making the m i r r o r image more c o s t l y .
/ / CLK_ADDRESS_NONE − because we are not a t tempt ing to sample
/ / elements a t coord ina tes outs ide an image
/ / CLK_FILTER_NEAREST − ( does not mat ter − t h i s i s on ly used when
/ / a t tempt ing to sample between elements i n an image
__constant sampler_t imageSampler = CLK_NORMALIZED_COORDS_FALSE | CLK_ADDRESS_NONE |
CLK_FILTER_NEAREST ;
__kernel void Fl ipX ( __read_only image2d_t in , / * IOTAG * / __wr i te_on ly image2d_t out )
{
/ / Get t h i s kerne l ins tance ’ s coord ina tes w i t h i n the 2D NDRange .
/ / Because the kerne l w i l l have been submit ted wi th an NDRange of
/ / dimensions equal to i npu t and output images , there i s exac t l y
/ / one kerne l ins tance per p i xe l , and so these coord ina tes are
/ / a lso the coord ina tes o f a p i x e l .
/ / In t h i s kernel , these coord ina tes represent the coord ina tes
/ / o f a p i x e l i n the output image .
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in t2 coord = ( in t2 ) ( ge t_g loba l_ id ( 0 ) , ge t_g loba l_ id ( 1 ) ) ;
/ / Ca lcu la te the coord ina tes o f t h i s p i x e l ’ s m i r r o r image − the
/ / p i x e l t h a t has the same Y value , but the m i r r o r o f i t s X value .
in t2 f l ippedCoord = ( in t2 ) ( ge t_g loba l_s i ze ( 0 ) − coord . x , coord . y ) ;
/ / Get the co lo r o f the p i x e l i n the i npu t image t h a t has the
/ / coord ina tes o f the m i r r o r image p i x e l .
f loa t4 temp = read_imagef ( in , imageSampler , f l ippedCoord ) ;
/ / Set the p i x e l i n the output image equal to the co lo r o f
/ / the m i r r o r image p i x e l .
wr i te_ imagef ( out , coord , temp ) ;
}
#else
/ / Here we must use Bu f fe rs to represent the under l y ing image data .
/ / Because of t h i s , we must pass i n the width value e x p l i c i t l y .
__kernel void Fl ipX ( __global uchar4 * in , const i n t width , / * IOTAG * / __global uchar4 * out )
{
/ / Get t h i s kerne l ins tance ’ s index . We can use i t , along wi th
/ / the ’ width ’ parameter , to c a l c u l a t e the coord ina tes o f the
/ / under l y ing image data .
i n t index = ge t_g loba l_ id ( 0 ) ;
/ / Ca lcu la te the Y coord ina te o f the under l y ing image data .
i n t coordY = f l o o r ( index / width ) ;
/ / Ca lcu la te the X coord ina te o f the under l y ing image data .
i n t coordX = index − width * coordY ;
/ / M i r r o r the X coord ina te by s u b t r a c t i n g the o r i g i n a l X
/ / coord ina te from the width o f the under l y ing image data .
i n t f l ippedCoordX = width − coordX ;
/ / Use the Y coord ina te and mi r ro red X coord ina te to c a l c u l a t e
/ / the o v e r a l l m i r ro red index
i n t f l i pped Index = f l ippedCoordX + width * coordY ;
/ / Set the output element a t the cu r ren t index equal to the
/ / i npu t element a t the mi r ro red index .
out [ index ] = i n [ f l i pped Inde x ] ;
}
#endif
The first kernel definition will be compiled for compute devices that support OpenCL
2D/3D Images; it is easier to understand, because the 2D Image’s two-dimensional co-
ordinates are more intuitive in the context of image processing than the Buffer’s one-
dimensional indices. To get the value of elements in an Image at specific coordinates,
kernels use an image sampler. The FlipX kernel uses an image sampler configured with
the following parameters:
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• Normalized_Coords: CLK_NORMALIZED_COORDS_FALSE - so we can use inte-
ger values for the coordinates (otherwise, the coordinates would range from 0.0-1.0,
making the mirror image more costly.
• Address_Mode: CLK_ADDRESS_NONE - because we are not attempting to sam-
ple elements at coordinates outside an image. Some kernels, like the ZeroPad ker-
nel, make user of parameters like CLK_ADDRESS_CLAMP, which return a specific
value if attempting to sample outside an image.
• Filter_Mode: CLK_FILTER_NEAREST - This does not matter for the FlipX kernel.
Filters determine how values are calculated when sampling between coordinates in
an image.
Recall that a kernel is submitted to a compute device for execution along with an
NDRange that specifies how many instances of the kernel will execute in parallel on the
compute device. In the case of image processing algorithms, the size of the NDRange
usually reflects the dimensions of the input image so that there is one kernel instance per
pixel. So, the FlipX kernel, along with most image processing kernels, starts by getting
its coordinates within the kernel’s 2D NDRange, effectively determining which pixel the
current instance will operate on. Next, the FlipX kernel calculates the horizontal mirror
of its coordinates by subtracting its X-coordinate from the overall width of the NDRange.
Finally, the FlipX kernel uses the image sampler to sample the value of the input pixel at
the mirrored coordinate and assign it to the output pixel at the original coordinate, making
the output pixel the mirror of the input pixel.
The second kernel definition is for compute devices that do not support Images. The
key difference here is that the input and output data structures are one-dimensional Buffers,
even though the underlying data still represents a two-dimensional image. Because of
this, the NDRange submitted is typically one-dimensional, and the “width” of the input im-
age data must be passed in explicitly. Unlike the first kernel definition, the Buffer does
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not have pixels with values accessed using an image sampler; its indexed elements are
directly accessible. So, the second FlipX kernel definition starts by getting its instance’s
index within the kernel’s 1D NDRange. Using this index and the width parameter, the
FlipX kernel can then calculate the 2D coordinates of the Buffer’s underlying image data.
Next, the kernel calculates the horizontally mirrored X-coordinate and converts the new
mirrored coordinates back into a mirrored index. Finally, because a Buffer does not need
an image sampler, the FlipX kernel finishes by directly accessing the value of the input
element at the mirrored index and assigning it to the output element at the original index.
III.2 Building a Model
Now that the FlipX kernel’s behavior and input/output requirements are understood,
we can discuss the construction of a model that represents an application implementing
the algorithm. The MetaCL modeling environment’s Process, Resource, and Deployment
aspects allow the algorithm, hardware, and deployment to be modeled separately, so each
aspect will be addressed individually.
III.2.1 Process Aspect
The algorithm in question should be modeled as shown in Figure III.1. It consists of a
single input MemoryObject called “Webcam” that represents the webcam input, an Open-
CLKernel that represents the FlipX kernel, and a single output MemoryObject called “Out-
put” that represents the output. We want the algorithm to operate on a webcam feed, so
the Webcam MemoryObject has its “Source” attribute set to “Webcam”. Similarly, we want
both the input and output to the algorithm to be displayed, so both MemoryObjects have
their “Display” attributes set to “True”. The webcam on the test platform produces 640x480
images in RGB format, so the “Height”, “Width”, and “srcPixel” attributes of the Webcam
MemoryObject are “480”, “640”, and “3”, respectively. Similarly, the FlipX OpenCLKer-
nel’s “GlobalWorkDims” attribute is set to “640,480” to reflect the dimensions of its input.
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Figure III.1: Example Model - Process Aspect
(Recall that most image processing kernels should have one instance per pixel.) The
“Output” MemoryObject has different dimensions, because it is receiving RGBA images
from the FlipX kernel and outputting RGB images. If the “Output” object was 640x480,
it would not have enough memory allocated to hold the RGBA output from the kernel,
so its “Height” and “Width” attributes are “540” and “1024” to accommodate the exra al-
pha channel. To indicate to the Interpreter that the RGBA-RGB conversion is necessary,
the Output object’s “srcPixel” and “PixelSize” attributes are “4” and “3”, respectively. The
OpenCLKernel’s “KernelName” attribute is set to FlipX, forcing the CLObjects contained in
the OpenCLKernel to match the FlipX kernel’s arguments as defined in the kernel library.
Finally, to indicate the flow of data through the model, the Webcam object is connected by
a Flow to the FlipX “in” port, and the FlipX “out” port is connected by a Flow to the Output
object. (Note that a Flow’s direction is important.) All unmentioned attributes are left blank
or set to their default values, and the part of the model representing the image processing
algorithm is complete.
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III.2.2 Resource Aspect
This research was performed on a platform containing an AMD Fusion E-350 APU.
A MetaCL OpenCLResource’s attributes are identical to an OpenCL compute device’s
queryable properties (see Table 4.3 in [15]) and should be populated as such. The most
important attribute to note in this case is that the parallel-processing hardware on the Fu-
sion does support OpenCL Images, and so the OpenCLResource has its “ImageSupport”
attribute set to “True”. See [11] for a detailed analysis of compute device capabilities in
the context of OpenCL application performance.
III.2.3 Deployment Aspect
Because there is only one kernel and one available compute device with parallel ca-
pabitilites, the Deployment Aspect is trivial - there is a single Deployment connecting the
FlipX kernel to the GPU. Because kernels have different definitions for devices with and
without Image support, it is possible that connecting an OpenCLKernel to an OpenCLRe-
source with a Deployment will change the CLObjects in the OpenCLKernel (see Sec-
tion II.2.2). In this case, the FlipX kernel has an extra input argument in the definition for
devices without Image support, so deploying the FlipX OpenCLResource to a device with-
out an “ImageSupport” attribute set to “True” would add a CLObject called “width” acting
as an input port to the OpenCLResource. However, the “GPU” OpenCLResource does
support Images, so there is no additional work to be done, and the model is complete. The
Deployment Aspect is shown in Figure III.2; this view also shows the model in its entirety.
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Figure III.2: Example Model - Deployment Aspect
III.3 Interpreter
The Interpreter first goes through an initial model analysis phase, gathering basic
information about the model and creating the kernel dependency graph. For this example,
the kernel dependency graph is relatively trivial - the FlipX kernel must wait until “Webcam”
data is updated. In this phase, the Interpreter generates code used in every generated
application, such as declaring macros, including headers, and declaring methods and
variables. The code generated in this phase will always be as follows:
#define _CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS
#include < s t d i o . h>
#include < s t r i n g >
#include <iostream >
#include <t ime . h>
#include <vector >
#include < type in fo >
#include " clEnv . h "
#include " pr ims . h "
#include " c lProcess . h "
#include "webcam . h "
#include " cvWindow . h "
#include " r e p o r t . h "
#include " csv . h "
#include " miscHelp . h "
/ / Declare methods and v a r i a b l e s f o r l a t e r use
i n t run ( ) ;
i n t submitWork ( ) ;
void * mapPtr ;
double f ramerate ;
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. . .
Once the initial model analysis is complete, the Interpreter generates code to set up
the OpenCL environment. In this phase, the Interpreter first generates all necessary dec-
larations, including the clEnvironment and input/output functionality. In this particular ex-
ample, the Interpreter sees that the “Webcam” MemoryObject has its “Source” attribute
set to “Webcam”, so it generates code to declare a Webcam object and start the system’s
webcam. The “Webcam” and “Output” objects have their “Display” attributes set to “True”,
so the Interpreter generates code to initialize display windows called “Webcam” and “Out-
put” and instantiate them based on the “Width” and “Height” attributes of their respective
MemoryObjects. Next, code is generated to get handles to the compute devices con-
nected with Deployments in the model and create a context using those devices. In this
example, the FlipX kernel is deployed to the Fusion’s GPU, which is always the first device
returned when the platform is queried, so the Interpreter generates code to use the first
available device (useDevice(0)). Finally, code is generated to create a command queue
for every deployed device. In this example, there is one command queue to the GPU,
so the Interpeter generates code to create a single command queue for the first available
device. Put together, the code generated in the environment setup phase is as follows:
. . .
/ / Declare clEnvironment
clEnvironment clEnv ;
/ / Declare d i sp lay windows
Window window_Output ( " Output " ) ;
cv : : Mat OutputMat ;
Window window_Webcam( "Webcam" ) ;
cv : : Mat WebcamMat ;
/ / Declare webcam
Webcam cam( 0 ) ;
i n t main ( i n t argc , char * * argv )
{
/ / I n i t i a l i z e webcam
cam. s t a r t ( ) ;
cam. updateFrame ( ) ;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e output window data f o r MemoryObjects w i th " Disp lay " a t t r i b u t e set to " True "
OutputMat = cv : : Mat (512 , 1024 , cam. currentFrame . type ( ) ) ;
WebcamMat = cv : : Mat (480 , 640 , cam. currentFrame . type ( ) ) ;
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/ / Get a v a i l a b l e OpenCL p la t fo rms and devices
i f ( clEnv . ge tP la t fo rms ( ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
clEnv . getDevices ( ) ;
clEnv . p r i n t D e v i c e I n f o ( ) ;
/ / Create contex t using devices wi th deployed kerne ls
i f ( clEnv . useDevice ( 0 ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
i f ( clEnv . createContext ( ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
/ / Create command queues to devices wi th deployed kerne ls
i f ( clEnv . createCmdQ ( 0 ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
. . .
Next, the Interpreter generates code to declare, instantiate, and clean up clPrims.
There are two MemoryObjects in this model. To ensure unique variable names, the Inter-
preter names each clPrim based on its associated MemoryObject’s name and the source
or destination of its data. In this example, the “Webcam” is an input argument to the
FlipX kernel, so its clPrim’s variable’s name is “cl_Webcam_FlipXIn”; the “Output” ob-
ject gets its data from the output of the FlipX kernel, so its clPrim’s variable’s name is
“cl_FlipXOut_Output”. After declaring a clPrim object for each MemoryObject, the Inter-
preter generates code to instantiate them. Each MemoryObject has defined “Width” and
“Height” attributes and no defined “Depth” attribute, so the Interpreter declares them to
be clImage2D objects and generates code accordingly. Each clPrim’s instantiation code
is directly based on its associated MemoryObject’s attributes (see the comments in the
code listing below for a parameter-by-parameter breakdown). Finally, code is generated
to clean up all clPrims. The code generated for clPrim declaration, instantiation, and
clean-up is given below:
/ / Declare c lPr ims and necessary format ob jec ts
clImage2D * c l_F l ipXout_Output ;
clImage2D * cl_Webcam_FlipXin ;
c l : : ImageFormat imgFmt (CL_RGBA, CL_SNORM_INT8) ;
. . .
/ / Create memory ob jec ts based on e x p l i c i t and i m p l i c i t MemoryObjects i n model
c l_F l ipXout_Output = new clImage2D (
" c l_F l ipXout_Outpu t " ,
1024 , / / w id th
512 , / / he igh t
0 , / / depth
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imgFmt , / / image formats
4 , / / p i x e l s i ze (RGBA)
0 , / / source p i x e l s i ze ( no source data . . . )
NULL, / / source data p o i n t e r ( no source data . . . )
( cl_mem_flags )CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR) ; / / memory mapped
c l_F l ipXout_Output−>createCLObj ( clEnv . con tex t ) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin = new clImage2D (
" cl_Webcam_FlipXin " ,
( s i z e _ t )cam. cap . get (CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH) , / / w id th
( s i z e _ t )cam. cap . get (CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT) , / / he igh t
0 , / / depth
imgFmt , / / image formats
4 , / / p i x e l s i ze (RGBA)
3 , / / source p i x e l s i ze (RGB)
( char * ) cam. currentFrame . data , / / source data p o i n t e r
( cl_mem_flags )CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR) ; / / memory mapped
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>createCLObj ( clEnv . con tex t ) ;
. . .
/ / Clean up
de le te c l_F l ipXout_Outpu t ;
de le te cl_Webcam_FlipXin ;
. . .
The Interpreter then generates code the declare, instantiate, and clean up clKernels.
There is one OpenCLKernel in this model. To ensure unique variable names, the Inter-
preter names each clKernel based on the kernel its associated OpenCLKernel represents.
If a model has multiple OpenCLKernels representing the same kernel, then the Interpreter
appends a number to the variable’s name. In this model, there is one OpenCLKernel with
“KernelName” atribute “FlipX”, so the Interpreter declares a single clKernel object with a
variable “FlipXKernel”. Next, the Interpreter uses each clKernel’s “KernelName” attribute
to look up the appropriate source code in the Kernel Library and compile it for the compute
device to which the associated OpenCLKernel is deployed. In this case, the Interpreter
finds the FlipX.cl file in the Kernel Library and compiles it for the GPU. The Interpreter
then instantiates the clKernel objects and assigns their arguments. Finally, code is gener-
ated to clean up all clKernels. The clKernel declaration, instantiation, and clean-up code
generated is given below:
/ / Declare c lKerne ls
c lKe rne l * F l ipXKerne l ;
. . .
/ / Compile kerne l source code based on kerne ls used i n model
i f ( clEnv . createProgFromSrc ( " F l ipX . c l " ) != 0)
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return SDK_FAILURE ;
/ / Compile kerne ls f o r devices they ’ re deployed to i n the model
/ / and set kerne l arguments based on t h e i r CLObjects i n the model
Fl ipXKerne l = new c lKe rne l ( " F l ipX " , clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , c l : : NullRange , c l : : NDRange ( ) , c l : :
NDRange ( ) , clEnv . devProfTimerResMap [ 0 ] ) ;
F l ipXKernel−>makeKernel ( " F l ipX " , clEnv ) ;
F l ipXKernel−>setArg (0 , cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>c lOb j ) ;
F l ipXKernel−>setArg (1 , c l_F l ipXout_Output−>c lOb j ) ;
. . .
/ / Clean up
de le te F l ipXKerne l ;
Finally, the Interpreter generates code to execute the OpenCL application. After ini-
tializing rudimentary performance metrics (which is the same for every generated applica-
tion), an infinite loop is set up containing each execution stage. The Interpreter first looks
to see if any MemoryObjects have a “Source” attribute set to “Webcam”, in which case it
generates code to grab a new webcam frame. For every MemoryObject with a pixel size
mismatch, the Interpreter calls the appropriate helper function to convert the image data to
the correct format. In this example, the “Webcam” MemoryObject has different “srcPixel”
and “PixelSize” attributes, so it needs converting from RGB to RGBA. Next, the Interpreter
generates code to execute kernels based on the kernel dependency graph created in the
initialization phase. Because this model has a trivial dependency graph, the FlipX kernel
can just be submitted for exection without being told to wait on other kernels’ “execution
complete” events. Finally, the Interpreter generates code to display all MemoryObjects
with a “Display” attribute set to “True”, print all performance metrics, and wait for user
input to end the application.
. . .
/ / Execute
i f ( run ( ) != SDK_SUCCESS)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
s td : : cout << " F in ished " << std : : endl ;
. . .
/ / ( r e t a i n command l i n e )
s td : : c in . get ( ) ;
return SDK_SUCCESS;
}
i n t submitWork ( )
{
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/ / Execute a l l ke rne ls
Fl ipXKernel−>execute ( ) ;
/ / Flush command queues
i f ( clEnv . f in ishQueues ( ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
return SDK_SUCCESS;
}
i n t run ( )
{
F l ipXKernel−>execute ( ) ;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e rudimentary performance met r i cs
double execTimeSum = 0;
i n t frames = 0;
c l ock_ t t ime = c lock ( ) ;
/ / ( loop through a lgo r i t hm )
while ( 1 )
{
/ / Update webcam data
cam. updateFrame ( ) ;
/ / Convert memory ob jec ts w i th source as "Webcam" to the
/ / proper format f o r kerne l opera t ions
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>map( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , ( void * * )&mapPtr ) ;
addAlpha ( ( char * ) cam. currentFrame . data , ( i n t * ) mapPtr , 640*480) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>unmap( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , mapPtr ) ;
i f ( submitWork ( ) != SDK_SUCCESS)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
/ / Convert memory ob jec ts w i th " Disp lay " a t t r i b u t e equal to " True "
/ / to the proper format f o r d i s p l a y i n g i n a window
c l_F l ipXout_Output−>map( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , ( void * * )&mapPtr ) ;
removeAlpha ( ( char * ) OutputMat . data , ( i n t * ) mapPtr , 1024*512) ;
window_Output . d isp layImg ( OutputMat ) ;
c l_F l ipXout_Output−>unmap( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , mapPtr ) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>map( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , ( void * * )&mapPtr ) ;
removeAlpha ( ( char * )WebcamMat . data , ( i n t * ) mapPtr , 640*480) ;
window_Webcam . disp layImg (WebcamMat) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>unmap( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , mapPtr ) ;
/ / Check f o r key press to end loop
i f ( cv : : waitKey ( 2 ) >= 0) break ;
/ / C o l l e c t rud imentary performance met r i cs
frames ++;
execTimeSum += ( double ) ( c lock ( ) − t ime ) ;
s td : : cout << execTimeSum << std : : endl ;
s td : : cout << frames << std : : endl ;
t ime = c lock ( ) ;
}
/ / D isp lay rudimentary performance met r i cs
f ramerate = 1 / ( ( execTimeSum /CLOCKS_PER_SEC) / frames ) ;
s td : : cout << f ramerate << std : : endl ;
return SDK_SUCCESS;
}
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The code generated by the Interperter for this example is listed in its entirety in Ap-
pendix B. At this point, the Interpreter is complete, and the resulting code is a fully compi-
lable OpenCL application.
III.4 Output
A single frame from the output of the example application outlined in this case study is
shown below:
Figure III.3: Output Windows from Example Model in Figure III.2
III.5 Benefits of a Model-Driven Approach
This step-by-step illustration of the MetaCL toolchain also serves as a demonstra-
tion of the effectiveness of a model-based approach to OpenCL application development.
While the general merits of model-based engineering have been given briefly in Sec-
tion I.3, the specific benefits shown in this case study are worth discussing in more detail.
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III.5.1 Domain Specificity
This project’s domain was restricted to real-time image processing algorithms. An
OpenCL application could theoretically operate on a wide variety of data structures and
take input from a variety of sources. However, the image processing domain is restricted to
certain requirements, like data input from webcams. In this case study, the developer was
only given three choices for the input data source - “User”, “CSV”, or “Webcam”. Given
that the point of the application was to mirror a webcam feed, the choice is obvious. This
specificity effectively limits the expressiveness of MetaCL’s modeling language, allowing
developers to focus only on details that matter to applications within the image processing
domian.
III.5.2 Development Constraints
The MetaCL modeling environment is constrained to enforce correct application de-
velopment. For example, the kernel discovery constraints (see Section II.2.2) force a
developer to only create OpenCLKernels that match kernels in the Kernel Library. In this
case study, the FlipX kernel definition for compute devices that support Images has two
arguments - an input 2D Image and an output 2D image. So, setting the OpenCLPro-
cess’s “KernelName” attribute to “FlipX” forced the OpenCLProcess to contain exactly two
CLObjects - one called “in” with “argNum” attribute set to “0” and one called “out” with
“argNum” attribute set to “1”. If this kernel argument enforcement constraint was not in
place, a developer would be free to model a kernel for which there is no entry in the kernel
library, resulting in generated code that would throw errors when attempting to just-in-time
compile the non-existent kernel. By constraining the MetaCL modeling environment in
such a way, it is guaranteed that generated code will always compile and run correctly.
This is in stark contrast to a typical software development cycle, where a developer does
not know if code is correct until a compilation is attempted.
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III.5.3 Development Efficiency
In general, a model-based approach to development is more efficient than a code-
based approach, because the entities in a modeling environment encompass more con-
cepts than symbols in a traditional programming language’s syntax. The model in this ex-
ample used 2 MemoryObjects, each with 11 attributes; 1 OpenCLKernel with 6 attributes;
3 CLObjects, each with 2 attributes; 2 OpenCLResources, each with 60 attributes; 2
Flows; and 1 Deployment, resulting in 7 modeling entities and 34 pieces of information.
(The OpenCLResource attributes are not included in this count, because they necessarily
reflect the system’s capabilities, and are not up for modification by a developer.) These
7 entities and 34 pieces of information are used to generate 77 lines of code within the
MetaCL framework, which translates to roughly 100 lines of code using the OpenCL C++
API. This means that OpenCL application development within the MetaCL modeling en-
vironment can have more than a 2x development efficiency advantage over traditional
coding using the OpenCL C++ API, not taking into accout any potential coding mistakes
made when using traditional coding.
III.5.4 Visualization
The visualization provided by the Generic Modeling Environment and the MetaCL
DSML gives an ideal visualization of an OpenCL application. Data flow and dependency
between kernels is illustrated with directed arrows between MemoryObjects and Open-
CLProcesses. The deployment of kernels to compute devices is shown by connecting
OpenCLProcesses to OpenCLResources with dotted lines. In this case study, the intuitive
flow of a webcam feed to a kernel to an output is very clear from the visual model, as is the
association between the FlipX kernel and the “GPU” compute device. This visualization
gives a picture that is key to a developer’s intuitive understanding of the flow and structure
of an OpenCL application.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
With demand for high-performance computing at an all-time high, especially from the
scientific/numerical analysis community, leveraging the power of existing heterogeneous
architectures has become increasingly desirable. However, programming such hardware
in a way that fully utilizes its capabilities is not trivial. The attempt to use GPUs for non-
graphics computations has bred programming models and innovative heterogeneous ar-
chitectures that have trended towards a general-purpose computing platform. The lat-
est generation of programming tools includes OpenCL, a promising general-purpose pro-
gramming model designed to target a variety of architectures without using legacy graph-
ics abstractions. However, OpenCL application development is still tightly coupled to both
the OpenCL specification and the architecture of the system on which the application is
running.
The MetaCL toolchain is a model-based approach to OpenCL application develop-
ment. It consists of a DSML capable of expressing OpenCL applications and their de-
ployment to a variety of hardware platforms, a C++ framework to extend the OpenCL
specification, and a model interpreter to generate executable OpenCL programs. In ad-
dition to giving developers an intuitive visualization of an OpenCL application, MetaCL
raises abstraction to a level that provides an environment for efficient application develop-
ment. By restricting the modeling domain to allow only the expression of real-time image
processing applications, the variety of applications is limited, effectively narrowing a de-
veloper’s focus. By constraining models to allow only the creation of application models
that will compile and execute, the iterative development cycle of traditional software devel-
opment is avoided. Finally, by using a modeling language that produces the same output
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for less user input than traditional coding, MetaCL has a 2x development efficiency advan-
tage over traditional coding. As such, the MetaCL toolchain has proven to be an effective,
efficient approach to programming heterogeneous architectures using OpenCL.
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CHAPTER V
FUTUREWORK
The Signal Processing Platform (SPP) is a modeling toolchain created by the Institute
for Software Integrated Systems (ISIS) [27] for deploying real-time signal processing appli-
cations. The SPP DSML allows custom data types to be operated on by signal processing
blocks, which are deployed to custom hardware components. Porting MetaCL to SPP
would simply require custom data types and hardware components that match OpenCL
entities and a modified interpreter for targeting systems that support OpenCL [17].
The toolchain is currently designed to take a MetaCL model and translate it directly
to an application. The interpreter has no logic to optimize performance. To introduce
performance optimizations, the DSML would have to include cost functions that weight
the relative importance of speed, memory use, etc. In addition to this, the DSML could
include concepts not covered by the OpenCL specification. For example, the OpenCL
API does not have the ability to simply query the time it takes to transfer memory. For a
generated application to avoid situations like the PCIe bottleneck in Figure I.1, the MetaCL
DSML must include additional system information like memory transfer speeds.
Currently, the toolchain requires the user to manually create the Resource model.
This could lead to errors if the model does not exactly match the actual compute devices
available. Just as the MetaCL modeling environment employs real-time constraints to
ensure that OpenCLKernels match up with kernels defined in the Kernel Library, it would
be nice to constrain the Resource model such that it aligns with the system on which
it is created. So, the next iteration of the toolchain will have the modeling environment
automatically generate a Resource model based on the available compute devices.
Currently, the MetaCL DSML and Interpreter are designed to express and interpret
models that are optimized for the project domain. For example, most models created in
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this domain will use a webcam as input, and so most input memory objects are memory-
mapped. Future versions of MetaCL will introduce more flexibility by expanding the DSML
to allow more OpenCL capabilities. For example, Rodrigues, et al. [7] have a resource
model that mimics the OpenCL memory model almost directly, differentiating between
host and device memory.
The Kernel Library contains a variety of basic image processing kernels. However,
complex algorithms like the Automated Target Recognition (ATR) algorithm in Nicholas
Lowell’s thesis [17] require more advanced functions like fast Fourier transforms and
wavelet transforms. So, a near-term goal for MetaCL is a more complete Kernel Library.
Recently, the Khronos Group has updated the OpenCL specification to version 1.2
[16]. This includes a new memory object type, 1DImages, which allow random element
access of a 1D array, giving faster element-wise access than a Buffer. The next iteration
of the toolchain will utilize this and other features of the OpenCL 1.2 specification.
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APPENDIX A
KERNELS
The Kernel Library contains the following image processing kernels:
• Affine.cl - Performs an affine transformation of an image, transforming and trans-
lating each pixel’s coordinates with a transformation matrix and translation vector.
Takes 3 inputs: image “in”, transformation matrix “A”, translation matrix “B”; pro-
duces 1 output: image ”out”.
• AND.cl - Performs a bitwise AND of two image’s colors. Takes 2 inputs: images “in1”
and “in2”; produces 1 output: image “out”.
• Copy.cl - Performs a trivial copy, outputting an image identical to its input. Takes 1
input: image “in”; produces 1 output: “out”.
• Duplicate.cl - Performs two trivial copies, outputting two images identical to its input.
Takes 2 inputs: images “in1” and “in2”; produces 1 output: image “out”.
• FlipX.cl - Flips an image across its horizontal axis (by replacing each pixel’s X co-
ordinate with a coordinate equal to the difference between the original X coordinate
and the image’s width). Takes 1 input: image “in”; produces 1 output: “out”.
• FlipY.cl - Flips an image across its vertical axis (by replacing each pixel’s Y coordi-
nate with a coordinate equal to the difference between the original Y coordinate and
the image’s height). Takes 1 input: image “in”; produces 1 output: “out”.
• Invert.cl - Inverts the color of an image (by subtracting each pixel’s color value from
the maximum possible color value). Takes 1 input: image “in”; produces 1 output:
“out”.
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• RGB2Greyscale.cl - Converts an image to greyscale (by setting each pixel’s RGB
color values equal to the pixel’s calculated luminance) [26]. Takes 1 input: image
“in”; produces 1 output: “out”.
• RGBConvolve3x3.cl - Convolves an image with a 3x3 convolution matrix (by multi-
plying the color of each pixel and its immediate neighbors with the input convolution
matrix). Takes 2 inputs: image “in”, convolution matrix “cnv”; produces 1 output:
image “out”.
• RGBConvolve5x5.cl - Convolves an image with a 5x5 convolution matrix (by multi-
plying the color of each pixel, its immediate neighbors, and their immediate neigh-
bors with the input convolution matrix). Takes 2 inputs: image “in”, convolution
matrix “cnv”; produces 1 output: image “out”.
• SobelRGB.cl - Applies a pre-defined Sobel filter to an image (by transforming each
pixel’s color value with a pre-defined horizontal-derivative convolution matrix and a
pre-defined vertical-derivative convolution matrix) [21]. Takes 1 input: image “in”;
produces 1 output: image “out”.
• SobelRGBGeneric.cl - Applies a custom Sobel filter to an image (by transforming
each pixel’s color value with an input horizontal-derivative convolution matrix and an
input vertical-derivative convolution matrix). This is a customizable extension of the
SobelRGB kernel. Takes 3 inputs: image “in”, 3x3 horizontal-derivative convolution
matrix “dxM”, 3x3 vertical-derivative convolution matrix “dyM”; produces 1 output:
image “out”. (Sobel filters are ideal for calculating spatial changes in an image’s
colors - hence, the spatial derivatives. It is often used for edge detection.)
• Subtract.cl - Outputs the difference between two image’s color values. Takes 2
inputs: image “in1”, image “in2”; produces 1 output: “out”.
• ZeroPad.cl - Zero pads an image, surrounding it with a black border proportionate to
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the zero-padding (by sampling the original image with coordinates possibly outside
the original image’s coordinate space.) Takes 3 inputs: image “in”, float “width”
(representing the new image’s width), float “height” (representing the new image’s
height); produces 1 output: image “out”.
As an example, here is the source code for the Affine kernel. Note the two definitions
for devices with and without image support. Also note the /*IOTAG*/ block comment in
each signature that separates MetaCL input and output arguments.
# i f __IMAGE_SUPPORT__
__constant sampler_t imageSampler = CLK_NORMALIZED_COORDS_FALSE | CLK_ADDRESS_NONE |
CLK_FILTER_NEAREST ;
__kernel void A f f i n e ( __read_only image2d_t in , __read_only image2d_t A, __read_only image2d_t B,
/ * IOTAG * / __wr i te_on ly image2d_t out )
{
in t2 coord = ( in t2 ) ( ge t_g loba l_ id ( 0 ) , ge t_g loba l_ id ( 1 ) ) ;
f loa t4 vectA = read_imagef (A, imageSampler , ( in t2 ) ( 0 ,0 ) ) ;
f loa t4 vectB = read_imagef (B, imageSampler , ( in t2 ) ( 0 ,0 ) ) ;
f loa t2 C = ( f loa t2 ) ( vectA . x * coord . x + vectA . y * coord . y , vectA . z * coord . x + vectA .w* coord . y ) ;
in t2 newCoord = ( in t2 ) (C. x + vectB . x , C. y + vectB . y ) ;
f loa t4 temp = read_imagef ( in , imageSampler , coord ) ;
wr i te_ imagef ( out , newCoord , temp ) ;
}
#else
__kernel void A f f i n e ( __global uchar4 * in , const u i n t width , __global f l o a t * A, __global f l o a t * B,
/ * IOTAG * / __global uchar4 * out )
{
i n t coord = ( i n t ) ge t_g loba l_ id ( 0 ) ;
i n t coordY = ( i n t ) f l o o r ( coord / width ) ;
i n t coordX = coord − width * coordY ;
f loa t2 C = ( f loa t2 ) (A [ 0 ] * coordX + A [ 1 ] * coordY , A [ 2 ] * coordX + A [ 3 ] * coordY ) ;
i n t newCoordX = C. x + B [ 0 ] ;
i n t newCoordY = C. y + B [ 1 ] ;
i n t newCoord = newCoordX + width *newCoordY ;
output [ newCoord ] = i n [ coord ] ;
}
#endif
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APPENDIX B
EXAMPLE OUTPUT
The following is an example of code generated by the MetaCL Interpreter. The model
from which this code was generated is a simple image-mirroring algorithm. Each step of
the Interpreter’s model analysis is outlined in the case study in Section III.3.
#define _CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS
#include < s t d i o . h>
#include < s t r i n g >
#include <iostream >
#include <t ime . h>
#include <vector >
#include < type in fo >
#include " clEnv . h "
#include " pr ims . h "
#include " c lProcess . h "
#include "webcam . h "
#include " cvWindow . h "
#include " r e p o r t . h "
#include " csv . h "
#include " miscHelp . h "
/ / Declare methods and data f o r l a t e r use
i n t run ( ) ;
i n t submitWork ( ) ;
void * mapPtr ;
double f ramerate ;
/ / Declare clEnvironment
clEnvironment clEnv ;
/ / Declare d i sp lay windows
Window window_Output ( " Output " ) ;
cv : : Mat OutputMat ;
Window window_Webcam( "Webcam" ) ;
cv : : Mat WebcamMat ;
/ / Declare webcam
Webcam cam( 0 ) ;
/ / Declare c lPr ims and necessary format ob jec ts
clImage2D * c l_F l ipXout_Output ;
clImage2D * cl_Webcam_FlipXin ;
c l : : ImageFormat imgFmt (CL_RGBA, CL_SNORM_INT8) ;
/ / Declare c lKerne ls
c lKe rne l * F l ipXKerne l ;
i n t main ( i n t argc , char * * argv )
{
/ / I n i t i a l i z e webcam
cam. s t a r t ( ) ;
cam. updateFrame ( ) ;
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/ / I n i t i a l i z e output window data f o r MemoryObjects w i th " Disp lay " a t t r i b u t e set to " True "
OutputMat = cv : : Mat (512 , 1024 , cam. currentFrame . type ( ) ) ;
WebcamMat = cv : : Mat (480 , 640 , cam. currentFrame . type ( ) ) ;
/ / Get a v a i l a b l e OpenCL p la t fo rms and devices
i f ( clEnv . ge tP la t fo rms ( ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
clEnv . getDevices ( ) ;
clEnv . p r i n t D e v i c e I n f o ( ) ;
/ / Create contex t using devices wi th deployed kerne ls
i f ( clEnv . useDevice ( 0 ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
i f ( clEnv . createContext ( ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
/ / Create command queues to devices wi th deployed kerne ls
i f ( clEnv . createCmdQ ( 0 ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
/ / Create memory ob jec ts based on e x p l i c i t and i m p l i c i t MemoryObjects i n model
c l_F l ipXout_Output = new clImage2D (
" c l_F l ipXout_Outpu t " ,
1024 , / / w id th
512 , / / he igh t
0 , / / depth
imgFmt , / / image formats
4 , / / p i x e l s i ze (RGBA)
0 , / / source p i x e l s i ze ( no source data . . . )
NULL, / / source data p o i n t e r ( no source data . . . )
( cl_mem_flags )CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR) ; / / memory mapped
c l_F l ipXout_Output−>createCLObj ( clEnv . con tex t ) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin = new clImage2D (
" cl_Webcam_FlipXin " ,
( s i z e _ t )cam. cap . get (CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH) , / / w id th
( s i z e _ t )cam. cap . get (CV_CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT) , / / he igh t
0 , / / depth
imgFmt , / / image formats
4 , / / p i x e l s i ze (RGBA)
3 , / / source p i x e l s i ze (RGB)
( char * ) cam. currentFrame . data , / / source data p o i n t e r
( cl_mem_flags )CL_MEM_USE_HOST_PTR) ; / / memory mapped
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>createCLObj ( clEnv . con tex t ) ;
/ / Compile kerne l source code based on kerne ls used i n model
i f ( clEnv . createProgFromSrc ( " F l ipX . c l " ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
/ / Compile kerne ls f o r devices they ’ re deployed to i n the model
/ / and set kerne l arguments based on t h e i r CLObjects i n the model
Fl ipXKerne l = new c lKe rne l ( " F l ipX " , clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , c l : : NullRange , c l : : NDRange ( ) , c l : :
NDRange ( ) , clEnv . devProfTimerResMap [ 0 ] ) ;
F l ipXKernel−>makeKernel ( " F l ipX " , clEnv ) ;
F l ipXKernel−>setArg (0 , cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>c lOb j ) ;
F l ipXKernel−>setArg (1 , c l_F l ipXout_Output−>c lOb j ) ;
/ / Execute
i f ( run ( ) != SDK_SUCCESS)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
s td : : cout << " F in ished " << std : : endl ;
/ / Clean up
de le te c l_F l ipXout_Outpu t ;
de le te cl_Webcam_FlipXin ;
de le te F l ipXKerne l ;
/ / ( r e t a i n command l i n e )
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s td : : c in . get ( ) ;
return SDK_SUCCESS;
}
i n t submitWork ( )
{
/ / Execute a l l ke rne ls
Fl ipXKernel−>execute ( ) ;
/ / Flush command queues
i f ( clEnv . f in ishQueues ( ) != 0)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
return SDK_SUCCESS;
}
i n t run ( )
{
F l ipXKernel−>execute ( ) ;
/ / I n i t i a l i z e rudimentary performance met r i cs
double execTimeSum = 0;
i n t frames = 0;
c l ock_ t t ime = c lock ( ) ;
/ / ( loop through a lgo r i t hm )
while ( 1 )
{
/ / Update webcam data
cam. updateFrame ( ) ;
/ / Convert memory ob jec ts w i th source as "Webcam" to the
/ / proper format f o r kerne l opera t ions
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>map( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , ( void * * )&mapPtr ) ;
addAlpha ( ( char * ) cam. currentFrame . data , ( i n t * ) mapPtr , 640*480) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>unmap( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , mapPtr ) ;
i f ( submitWork ( ) != SDK_SUCCESS)
return SDK_FAILURE ;
/ / Convert memory ob jec ts w i th " Disp lay " a t t r i b u t e equal to " True "
/ / to the proper format f o r d i s p l a y i n g i n a window
c l_F l ipXout_Output−>map( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , ( void * * )&mapPtr ) ;
removeAlpha ( ( char * ) OutputMat . data , ( i n t * ) mapPtr , 1024*512) ;
window_Output . d isp layImg ( OutputMat ) ;
c l_F l ipXout_Output−>unmap( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , mapPtr ) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>map( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , ( void * * )&mapPtr ) ;
removeAlpha ( ( char * )WebcamMat . data , ( i n t * ) mapPtr , 640*480) ;
window_Webcam . disp layImg (WebcamMat) ;
cl_Webcam_FlipXin−>unmap( clEnv . queueDict [ 0 ] , mapPtr ) ;
/ / Check f o r key press to end loop
i f ( cv : : waitKey ( 2 ) >= 0) break ;
/ / C o l l e c t rud imentary performance met r i cs
frames ++;
execTimeSum += ( double ) ( c lock ( ) − t ime ) ;
s td : : cout << execTimeSum << std : : endl ;
s td : : cout << frames << std : : endl ;
t ime = c lock ( ) ;
}
/ / D isp lay rudimentary performance met r i cs
f ramerate = 1 / ( ( execTimeSum /CLOCKS_PER_SEC) / frames ) ;
s td : : cout << f ramerate << std : : endl ;
return SDK_SUCCESS;
}
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